
 

 

 

Great Salterns Parkrun 

22 January and the start of a new parkrun. Finally I can get off the bottom rung-of-the-ladder and get my Wilson 

Index and Fibonacci strand off to a cracking start. But that’s not all it coincides with the first day of my birthday and 

my birthday coincides with my number of different events I am up to. I couldn’t possibly not do it now could I?  

Great Salterns is very easy to find M3/M27 (East) then at end of M27 turned right into Burfield Road then after 

about a mile turn right into Tangiers Road. About ½ mile down one comes to a car park on the edge of a field. 

Parking is easy as was finding the cricket pitch. At 8:30 there were more volunteers than runners but soon ‘the field’ 

began to fill, at least it did not overflow, a very healthy 238 runners completed the inaugural of GS  

 

I placed myself toward the back of the field as there was no point pushing myself as I had the wrong shoes with me 

leaving my ‘trails’ at home. So as I was gonna ‘slow’ cos of the mud I thought I might as well take pictures en route 

but I decided they had to be on-the-run not ‘stood still’ as I did at Bury Field a few weeks earlier. Great Salterns is 

pretty flat but muddy in places. At one point before rounding the first bend you go down this mini shoot at which 

point you reach the mud flat followed by a very narrow path that goes on a while before you make a turn. Its 

interesting how ‘the field’ is full of twists and turns.  

 

When you are nearing the first lap you reach the mounds, only a couple but its very muddy round there Before long 

you are on the home straight and bound for lap number two. Beware at this point before you turn for the mounds 

you may be outrun by the guys doing their final 3rd lap legging it back in around 20 mins. 

 

  



 

 

I somehow managed to catch up with the tail-walker.  

 

 

  

 

Eventually I popped my head round the corner and gave it my all down the final furlong though I did have ‘a horse’ 

next to me trying to ‘reign’ me in. but I ran full steam ahead not allowing him to pip me-me-to-the-post. 

 

Well at least I didn’t finish ‘post’ 40 and joined the rest of the field at the end. There were few tourists and two first 

timers (literally) who got their bespoke briefing. A great core team that ran-the-show like clockwork, even got my 

timing within 90 mins of finishing. Thanks to a fellow parkrunner giving me ‘the nod’ on this inaugural I was able to 

get a 1 for my index and Fibonacci, a G for Staying Alive (a long time since I got a G) a position on the stopwatch 

bingo and a voluntourism credit cos guess who wrote the run report? Not bad for a mornings’ innings. I will be back 

 


